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From member (TraFFic)’s desk

Dear IRTS fraternity,
It gives me immense pleasure to address you all on the occasion of the launch of our first service magazine
- "IRTS Connect". True to its name, this magazine outlines recent activities and developments and
provides a forum for all members to catch up and share their experiences.
Indian Railway Traffic Service has a rich history, spanning over more than 100 years. Reconstituted in
1967 in its present form, IRTS has been instrumental in growth of railway network and to stimulate the
increasing traffic. In the collective exercise of nation building, IRTS has been steadfast contributor. Since
independence, country has witnessed tremendous growth and I believe that as a service at the helm of
operations and emissary for passengers, we have been proven tenacious civil servants.
Change is the only constant and as a civil service, we are witnessing major changes in modern times.
Keeping up with the paradigm shifts, our way of service keeps evolving. In current surge of metamorphosis
in the national as well as global scenario, IRTS officers should keep pace and make headway to serve in a
meaningful way.
Indian Railways today requires graduating from an operator to a logistic service provider. The way ahead
is to provide complete business solutions to our customers. For this, the orientation in our working has to
be realigned and our motto has to be Business development – both in passenger and freight segment.
As our service profile continues to grow, I have strong belief that IRTS Connect will bring us together and
will facilitate interaction among retired officers and the serving ones. The magazine provides a significant
platform to the officers to explore and share their thoughts and experiences. I am sure that the response
to this magazine will be overwhelming.
I extend my best wishes to all participants and a warm welcome to all officers. I am grateful to all the
members of the magazine team that has put in all their best to make this a huge success.

P.S. Mishra
Member (Traffic), Railway Board
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From ediTor’s pen
Dear Readers,
Our team is pleased to inform the launching of IRTS Connect to bring out the various challenges,
opportunities and global issues grappling the logistics domain.
Logistics is the backbone of any economy. The idea of this newsletter from IRTS officers, when first came
up seemed impossible. However the honest intentions behind it were too strong to resist attempting the
task. This newsletter is primarily focussed on providing quality input to viewers; connect between IRTS
fraternity, sharing of experience, etc.
Logistic news, research and deliberations in today’s changing scenario of digitalization, need a reboot.
The IRTS connect, launching today, is our first step towards building a publication that operates in a
unique manner.
We are a team of officers, both serving and veteran, who have experience in various arenas of logistics,
railways, roads, ports, waterway etc. at policy level as well as those who are currently experimenting the
new generation of supply chain changing scenario at the best positions of logistics management.
We want to challenge ourselves to write for a wide spectrum of readers from the technical research and
analysis aspect in current scenario and also to those who would want to learn in an interesting and fun
way for their knowledge enhancement, and seek insights. These readers may find several articles on
logistics, but they don’t often find articles taken from real world experience of bureaucracy in logistics
domain and also supported by facts.
This is the first issue, and as it is coming at the time of Pandemic Covid-19, it focuses on challenges and
innovative solutions, utilization of available Human resources as well as material resources to combat
corona virus.
In the debut issue, we have covered news from IRTS training academy IRITM, recent success stories,
reminiscence of veteran officers, poetic compositions, spiritually elevating write-ups, quiz etc. The
response for the debut issue was warm but the best lies in future. We hope that this issue will compel
officers across IRTS fraternity to share their wisdom and experiences and truly connect one and all.
We sincerely thank IRTS association members and all senior officers who encouraged us and all those
who pushed the idea of the service magazine. The enthusiasm and hard work of young officers is the
linchpin to this issue. The guidance received from officers in the academy has been nonpareil.
We are thrilled and look forward to your feedback and support to make this ambitious initiative a
success.

Sincerely yours.
Team IRTS Connect
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Indian Railways Institute of Transport
Management (IRITM), Lucknow
A P Singh, IRTS 1985
Director, IRITM

I

Costing,
Marketing
Tools,
Customer
Relationship Management, Transport Planning,
Transport Economics, Multi-Modal Traffic &
International
Trade,
Project
Financing,
Passenger Amenities and Customer Services,
Catering, Hospitality and Tourism, Computer
Applications Management, Human Resource
Management, Ethical Leadership in Public
Governance,
Communication
Skills,
Environment & Housekeeping Management,
Safety & Disaster Management.

The Institute was established mainly with the
objective of imparting a focused training to the
officers of the Traffic Department of Indian
Railways so as to bring about an attitudinal
change for a positive response to the
transformation in the work culture from a
Production Oriented Organization to a Customer
Oriented one, in the emerging scenario of
liberalization. The role of Traffic Officers
increasingly is becoming highly complex and
multi-dimensional, not only to manage efficient
Operation of Services but also respond to strong
market forces and meet the aspirations of a
growing society requiring conduct of a more
structured and professional training on modern
concepts like – Market Research, Product

The Institute started functioning utilizing
facilities available in the Psycho-technical
directorate building of RDSO with Smt. Ashima
Singh Executive Director Psycho-technical
directorate as Chief Administrative Officer (dual
charge) of the Institute.

ndian Railway Institute of Transport
Management (IRITM) was established at
Lucknow in 1999 as a centralized training
institute to impart training to Indian Railway
Traffic (IRTS) Trainee Officers selected through
Civil Services Examination. The Institute was
also entrusted the responsibility of conducting
academic courses in Transportation Business for
In-service Traffic Officers and multi-disciplinary
courses for all Railway officers.

For conduct of training, hall/rooms were also
hired
in
Gomti
Hotel
for
training/accommodation on few occasions. RPF
Training Centre also contributed with its Officers
Guest House for time to time to accommodate
Trainee Officers. The Institute’s first training
programme was on ‘Customer Care’ held on 23rd
August 1999.

Initial conduct of Training at RDSO
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Group Photograph

The Indian Railways Institute of Transport
Management started functioning fully in
August’2000 after sanction of the post of
Director & other Faculty/staff. Shri R.K.Dutta
was appointed as the first Director of the
Institute.

The Foundation Stone of IRITM’s present
campus was laid by the then Prime Minister of
India Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee on 31st January,
2001 and Infrastructure inaugurated by him on
21st May, 2003.

Appreciation courses for Probationary officers of
all other Railway services are also conducted in
related areas of Transportation. Paid courses for
PSUs - NTPC, Coal India Limited & other Private
organizations and courses for Railway officers
from foreign countries are also conducted at
IRITM.

all Railway officers. At the behest of Railway
Board, Safety Management course has been
introduced & being conducted for CSOs, ADRMs
& SAG officers every month.

The Institute has been nominated by Railway
Board as Centralized Training Institute for
conducting courses on Disaster Management for

Similarly, under the instructions of Environment
& Housekeeping Directorate of Railway Board,
the Institute is also conducting special course for
Railway Officers of all departments on
“Environment & Housekeeping Management”.
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Training of IRTS Probationers (batch year wise):
Batch

Officers joined

Passed Out

Resigned

2002

04

04

Nil

2003

06

06

Nil

2004

06

06

Nil

2005

29

28

01

2006

12

10

02

2007

31

30

01

2008

41

38

03

2009

49

39

10

2010

62

47

15

2011

60

49

11

2012

61

49

12

2013

62

42

20

2014

68

54

14

2015

55

40

15

2016

57

40

17

2017

52

26

26

2018

65

NIL (21Under Trg. +
42 ON EOL)

02
(UPSC results
awaited)

Training performance data of in-service Railway Officers:
Year

Courses conducted

Officers Trained

Trainee Days

2014

17

464

2351

2015

16

397

2463

2016

19

574

2658
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2017

67

1594

7124

2018

82*

1668*

7882

2019

63

1214

7892*

2020

*Peak performance in the last six years.

Valediction Function of IRTS 2016
batch:
The Valediction function of Indian Railway
Traffic Service (IRTS) officers of 2016 batch was

organized at Indian Railways Institute of
Transport Management (IRITM), Lucknow on
June 15, 2019. Sri Girish Pillai, Member (Traffic),
Railway Board graced the occasion as Chief
Guest.

Shri Mallela Srikant

Shri Visharl Arjun RG

Best Probationer Award

Best Academic Performance
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Second Best Academic Performance - Ms.
Ameesha

Esprit de corps award - Shri Annu Tyagi

Ms. Sangeeta Meena

Shri J. Sanjay Kumar

Best Officer Trainee in Co-curricular Activities

Best Officer Trainee in Sports Activities

batch, faculty and staff organized and took part

Celebrating IRITM Foundation Day:
IRITM foundation day was organized on
2019

with

zeal

and

in various cultural activities. Shri K.K. Srivastava,

21st

enthusiasm.

May

IRTS

Probationary officers of 2015, 2016 and 2017

Member Traffic (retired), Chief Guest along with
other dignitaries graced the occasion.

IRTS Connect
In the last 21 years of its existence, many
prominent, professional and experienced senior
IRTS officers have been the head of this institute
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and have made valuable contribution towards
development of the Institute.

Evolution & growth of IRITM Infrastructure:

Administrative & Academic Block

2020
Administrative Block - Aadharshila

Academic Block - Unnayan

20-Room Hostel - Aagantuk

2003

2020

2003

IRTS Connect
40-Room Hostel - Aarohi

2020
Officer’s Mess

New Officer’s Mess - Naivaidyam

2003

Auditorium - Abhivyakti

2020

Swimming Pool - Varunalaya

2020

2020
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Sports Complex - Kridalaya

2020

Director’s Bungalow - Utkarsh

2003

2020

Faculty & Staff Quarters

2020

With the passage of 21 years, IRITM has bloomed
into a fully functional Centralized Training
Institute of Traffic Department. IRTS officers of
2002 examination batch were the first batch

of officers to undergo professional training the
Institute and a large number of IRTS
probationers have passed out successfully from
this institute serve Indian Railways as bright
Indian Railway Traffic Service Officers.
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Increasing Market Share of Indian Railways in
Movement of General Cargo:
Scope, Strategy and Immediate Action
By M. Ravibabu, IRTS 1986

I

n 2018-19 Indian Railways (IR) loaded 62
million tonnes of general cargo consisting of
45 million tonnes of general goods, 12 million
tonnes of domestic containers and 5.2 million
tonnes of parcels; earning a total of Rs 8247
crores consisting of Rs 6491 crores from goods
and Rs 1756 crores from parcel. Average earnings
per tonne were Rs 1339 for goods and Rs 3384 for
parcel with earnings from leased parcel cargo per
tonne being highest at Rs 5215 - 3.2 times and 1.7
times of the earnings from domestic container
cargo and non-lease parcel cargo respectively.
While world over share of general and non-bulk
cargo in total cargo is increasing, on IR, parcel
traffic, considered as representing general cargo,
is steadily declining. In 2013-14 parcel cargo was
6.1 million tonnes earning Rs 1739 crores indicating that by 2018-19 cargo loading declined
by 15 % though earnings increased by 1 %
facilitated by generous increase in tariffs. More
importantly, fall in full parcel trains was more
dramatic - IR ran 1465 parcel trains in 2011-12
and in 2017-18 it ran 727 trains – a decline of 50
%. Further, in same period leased trains reduced
from 1051 trains to 111 trains – a 90 % decline;
indicating that market is just not seeing any value
in the parcel trains offered by IR.
As declining trend on IR, traffic projections made using traffic flow estimates of 2007-08 of
total transport system study (TTSS) of RITES
Ltd; indicate that in 2018-19 market potential for
IR in general cargo was around 194 million
tonnes with a calibrated approach and around
292 million tonnes with a more aggressive
approach and earnings from general cargo could
have increased to Rs 20,000 crores or Rs 30,000
Crores respectively.
While the opportunity is missed in the past, it is
suggested here that with a more concerted effort
IR should be able to load 100 million tonnes of

additional general cargo in the next five years.
Reasons for decline and revised strategies for
increasing market share are discussed further.
IR’s current strategy for general cargo is two
pronged. First is to move cargo as parcels cleared
either by passenger carrying trains or special
VPH trains but as seen above parcel traffic is
dwindling. Of the many reasons for this
reduction most important is the high parcel rates
compared to truck haulage prices – analysis of 15
origin (O) – destination (D) pairs indicates that
premium (P) scale rates and Rajdhani (R) rates –
after adding the first mile and last mile costs; are
higher than truck rates - exception being cargo
going to destinations in Northeast Frontier
Railway (NFR).
Other factors inhibiting use of rail services are
improper terminals, inconsistent readings from
weighbridges – of course excessive penal charges
worsen the woes added by the inconsistency,
unreliable transit times and opaque and complex
booking and delivery mechanisms. Further,
environmental restrictions self-imposed by IR
are also having a debilitating effect on IRs ability
to compete with road and need to be reviewed
urgently.
VPH parcel trains proposed to be main stay of IR
in moving cargo has not been successful in the
market as rates and the shipment size are high.
More importantly, movement of VPH rakes is
counterproductive for IR. Compared to a VPH
rake a BCNHL rake carries 640 % more cargo,
has 43 % more volume and it generates 400 %
more revenue when parcels are charged at “P”
scale and freight is charged at class 140 A
(cement class). Thus running of VPH parcel
trains should be discontinued immediately as
they are not wanted by the market and are sub
optimal for IR.
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Deregulation of container train operations by
permitting entry of a slew of container train
operators (CTOs) in 2006 was considered a game
changer in movement of general cargo by
railways. However, even after 12 years of
deregulation, in 2018-19 domestic cargo moved
by containers was 11.9 million tonnes
constituting 1 % of IR’s loading and 0.3 % of total
freight in the country.
One of the often cited reasons for lack of success
in containerisation is the high haulage charges.
Haulage rates, analysed for 15 O-D pairs, are on
an average lower than rates charged for cement
(class 140 A) by around 28 % based on an empty
return ratio of 25 %, and it is a reasonable return
to account for cost of capital and the market risk.
Thus high haulage rates are not the cause for slow
growth of domestic containerisation.
However, and more important is the risk
involved in developing the market especially if it
involves incurring losses over a period of time.
Assuming that the market is developed
sustaining the market is much difficult as any of
the other CTOs can capture the market easily
through predatory pricing. Further, most of the
CTOs, except Container Corporation of India
(CONCOR), are too small to take the risk or
subsidiaries of large entities who may not want to
take the risk. CONCOR being PSU could be
having some limitations or may not have thought
in this direction. Purpose of foregoing is to
establish why domestic containerisation has not
picked up and not to put down the importance of
containerisation
whose
strengths
are
demonstrated globally.
Market is segmented into three categories based
on sensitivity of the cargo to delivery schedules
and the end user needs. They are named as highly
time sensitive cargo (HTSG), medium time
sensitive cargo (MTSG) and low time sensitive
cargo (LTSG). It is estimated that out of 100
million tonnes shares of HTSG, LTSG and MTSG
would be around 10 %, 50 % and 40 %
respectively.
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One of the most important constraints in moving
general cargo by IR is non availability of viable
services to large number of shippers. General
cargo market consists of thousands of buyers and
sellers, and in most cases their shipment sizes are
a few tons to few hundreds of tonnes. Under
current regime shipper has option of either
sending a few tonnes under parcel tariff or
thousands of tonnes under freight tariff. Asking
these shippers to book a full train is akin to
asking a passenger travelling by Rajdhani
express to come with full train load of
passengers before a berth is booked.
Removal of dichotomy between parcel and
freight traffic should be removed and everything
should be treated as freight traffic. It should be
handled by freight wings of different
departments and it is the responsibility of freight
department to interface with coaching sections
when cargo moves by passenger carrying trains.
IR strategy to attract the three segments needs to
be different. High time sensitive cargo (HTSG) is
mostly valuable cargo or perishables which lose
their value very quickly. They are currently
moving by passenger carrying trains and they
would continue to move in the same pattern. Last
year total parcel loading was 5.1 million tonnes
which needs to be doubled in five years i.e. grow
at an average of 14.4 % as against a declining
trend in the past.
Thus VPHs moving by these trains need to be
increased by 200 to 250 %. First step in this
direction would be to augment trains to full
capacity of 24 coaches by attaching VPHs on all
sectors where demand exists. Further, as demand
improves replace some coaches with VPHs. It
should be noted that in “P” scale VPH gives 2 to 3
times the revenue generated from a sleeper coach
and general coaches and nearly breaks even with
air conditioned 2 tier and 3 tier coaches. Further
if occupancy and cost of operation is assessed
then VPH would “probably” yield more
contribution than air conditioned coaches. If “R”
scale is applied, and most popular trains are in
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this scale, then revenue realised is much higher
in all coach types.
Thus attaching 2 to 3 VPHs on an average for
every train would easily double the parcel loading
capacity i.e. increasing the capacity from 5.1
million tonnes to 10 million tonnes. This capacity
increase can easily be realised in two to three
years.
Medium time sensitive cargo (MTSG) and low
time sensitive cargo (LTSG) are highly price
sensitive and as highlighted earlier rail parcel
rates in “P” scale are higher than road rates after
including terminal handling costs. So this cargo
will have to move under freight rates and
fortunately IR freight rates are lower than truck
rates. For example for the 15 O-D pairs referred
to earlier IR freight tariff is highly competitive as
truck rates are more by 1000 Rupees or higher for
most destinations. Even after adding Rs 1000 for
the last leg and first leg costs, shippers and IR can
get benefited if the cargo is moved by IR under
freight rates.
However, to move the cargo under freight unit of
booking is a full train and the current cargo
aggregator policy, which prescribes full rake
booking, has not really succeeded. Hence
immediate need is to reduce the shipment size to
wagon and permit clubbing of indents. However,
unlike the past where indents were cleared after
a train load gets aggregated, strategy would be to
run a train to the schedule even if indents do not
complete a train. This regularity is very
important.
Another important aspect is the certainty of the
service which is critical for the shippers. Thus IR
should promise and run the services for 6 months
to one year on a trial basis – even if all the wagons
are not loaded. Without the regularity of the
service and guarantee of schedules shippers are
not going to align their needs to rail services.
These services should be running between major
cities and also between major industrial clusters.
As MTSG is time sensitive it should reach in a
reasonably targeted time. Hence there is need to
introduce premium freight trains, called as
freight Rajdhanis. These will be BCNHL rakes
run to a schedule like coaching trains. BCNHL
payload would be reduced and rate would be 20
% more than that of class to which it belongs. This
would fetch same revenue as that of a normal
BCNHL rake. As the payload and trailing loads

2020

are reduced rakes should be permitted to run at
80 KMPH. This would take some time to be
implemented.
As running of freight Rajdhanis would take some
time as they need lot of policy changes general
cargo can move in ordinary BCNHL rakes as per
their permissible carrying capacity (PCC). This
will suit LTSG cargo as rates charged would be
freight rates for wagon loads as per the
commodity class. These trains, christened as
freight
expresses,
can
be
introduced
immediately. Progressively, in addition to
BCNHL stock other wagon types – especially flats
for carrying containers, can be added to freight
Rajdhanis and expresses.
No policy changes are required to start freight
expresses but change in mindset is required –
especially to run trains under load. However to
make the trains popular some tweaking of freight
tariff rules is required. Freight of any kind (FAK)
for wagon loads should be added to the tariff
table to encourage mixed cargo. To attract
volumetric cargo, in addition to FAK, charges
should also be increased in slabs as per quantity
loaded - like the five slabs in which haulage
charges are levied for containers.
In the long run new kinds of stock are required.
First will be a VPH whose length would be around
15.5 metres such that length of three VPHs would
equal two LHB coaches. Pay load for these
LVPHs should be increased to 50 tonnes but it
should still be capable of running at 130 KMPH.
To conclude IR should realise that experiment of
running parcel trains under “P” rate has no takers
in the market and compared to BCNHL it is an
under performer. Parcel rakes should be
abandoned immediately barring places where
contractual obligations necessitate its running.
IR should increase VPH services by passenger
carrying trains at least doubling them in the short
run and increasing further as and when demand
increases - if necessary by reducing some
passenger coaches. It should start freight
expresses to prior announced schedule like time
tabled passenger carrying trains. If end to end
timetabling is not possible at least announce
departure and arrival time. The schedules should
be respected and IR should stick to them even if
the trains are empty initially. With these changes
shippers will definitely come back to rail albeit in
a slow and steady manner.
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IRTS – Turners of Wheels of a Nation
By Major Virat Misra, IRTS 2017

Rotating ceaselessly, gyrating endlessly
The IRTS – The undying wheels of a nation
Grinding endlessly, revolving relentlessly
Carrying the burdens of a grateful nation.

The pride and honour
The effort and valour,
Of connecting the vast ends on a national scale.
The disregard for comfort,
The ignorance of personal gains,
In the running of thousands of trains.

The IRTS dig deep down,
In the core of their hearts for reservoir of strength,
And come up with novel solutions,
In times of national distress.

Their dedication to the national service,
And sincerity to the national cause,
Is worth emulating, and
Has no intentional flaws.

They promise to improve by the day,
And make their nation proud,
Whenever Mother India calls to them,
They respond with alacrity and elan.

2020
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First full BTPN rake loading
in Indian Railways
By Koushik Mukhopadhyaya, IRTS 1981

W

hen I joined as DTS/Chitpur under
Sealdah division of ER in 1987, IR had
just entered the era of BTPN wagons.
Most
of
these
wagons
were
being
manufacturedby
the
Companies
like
Braithwaite/HDC/Titagarh etc located near
Kolkata & served by Sealdah division through rail
sidings. These wagons were being collected at
Chitpur yard. As soon as 30-odd Wagons were
collected, the HQ ordered these wagons to be
worked out to Central Railway. After taking over

●

●

●

Assuming a standard loop length
of 686 mts, we arrived at the rake
size to be 48 with double heading
which could be increased to 49
wagons.
●

●

●

as CTWS/ES in Kolkata in 1991, I noted that
BTPN Wagons with 30 units were still being sent
to Central Railway in such small size & secondly,
why couldn't these wagons be loaded in terminals
of ER/SER/NER/NFR to reduce empty haulage?
I was surprised that the rake size was not yet
standardized & BTPN Wagons could not be
loaded in any of the oil terminals like
Haldia/BudgeBudge/Barauni/Rajbandh/SiliguriT
insukia & Vizag as this wagon was bigger in
length/width/height.Loading gantry dimensions
were fit for only 04 wheelers.
During one of my inspections at Budge
Budge in Sealdah division of ER, I discovered
that HPCL had a bottom-loading siding there in
two spurs. It struck me as to why couldn't we load
these wagons here? I discussed with HPCL
officers. They were excited & agreed to load
BTPNs in their siding on experimental basis for

their Kanpur terminal which had bottomdecanting facility. Then I sat down with our
Mechanical, Engineering & S&T Officers.
Assuming a standard loop length of 686 mts, we
arrived at the rake size to be 48 with double
heading which could be increased to 49. I
contacted Shri BN Shukla, Sr DOM/SDAH &
informed that we were planning to load a 48
BTPN rake at HPCL siding. He was enthusiastic
and promised all help. COM/ER Shri RS
Thakun's permission for this experimental
loading was also obtained. A 48-BTPN rake was
formed at Chitpur yard & was placed at HPCL
Siding in two spurs at Budge Budge. Board was
also advised. Loading started two days after
placement with 03 wagonsat a time with
temporarily manufactured loading pipes because
of diameter differential of the bottom inlet pipes.
During loading, the siding tracks started caving in
due to higher weight. It threatened to break the
underground oil tank. On request, Sr DEN/SDAH
Shri RK Agarwal mobilized his men overnight.
They worked for 48 hours day and night to make
the siding fit again. Ultimately, loading was
completed after 14 days. Main line diesel locos
failed to pull the load because of gradient & also
because the newly built wagons had poor
lubrication of brake shoes & wheels. A powerful
WDS-6 Loco, newly introduced at that time, was
brought in to pull the load upto Chitpur yard with
banking but with intermittent brake binding. The
rake was thoroughly attended by TXR at CP- yard
for brake-shoe & wheel lubrication. At last the
rake was worked out to Kanpur. For the first time,
a 48 BTPN rake was started from ER. It was also
the first full size BTPN rake in IR.
I was amazed at the extent of co-operation I
received from all the stakeholders in the effort.
The mechanical, engineering, operating & HPCL
people gave their best. The idea & the team work
coupled with the blessings of higher management
made that historic moment possible.
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Shimla Potato Loading
By Indra Ghosh, IRTS 1976

O

ne day sometime in the beginning
to carry their entire traffic the previous
of October 1981, I received a call
year. After hearing them out, we would tell
from SS/Shimla that the Annual
them that ‘this year’ would be different, and
Potato Meeting with the Potato
then solemnly promise to ensure that the
merchants was due and he requested me
entire traffic would be carried by rail,
to fix a date for the same. On further
despite knowing that it was an impossible
inquiry SS/SML informed me that Shimla
task. It was a recurring feature, of making
had a lot of traffic of Seed Potatoes which
promises, and then failing to honor those
were transported all over India. This was
year after year. ARS told me to go ahead
seasonal traffic, starting in October and
and attend the meeting, and promise them
lasting for about 45 days when potato
the moon, in spite of knowing that we
sowing season would be
couldn’t possibly do it. I
over. Potatoes were loaded
heard out ARS, but decided
‘during
potato
loading
at Shimla in Narrow Gauge
that I wouldn’t want to cut a
BC (covered 8 wheeler)
sorry figure next year by
season hundreds of
wagons, brought to Kalka
making false promises this
indents
were
placed,
and
by ZDM4 NG diesel hauled
time.
freight trains and thereafter
the quantum of seed
First I made an appraisal of
transshipped in to BG 4
number of BC wagons
potato traffic offered was
wheeler covered wagons.
available, NG diesel loco
From Kalka those wagons
so voluminous that it was
outage for freight services
went all over the country.
impossible for railway to
and the number of goods
Since Area Superintendent
paths available on the NG
either load or transport
(ARS) had earlier been
section. It turned out that
all
of
it.’
DTM, I went to him to
we had 60+ fit BC wagons
enquire about this Annual
(plus maintenance spares),
meeting and what all it
and diesel outage was 9 with
entailed. He informed me that during
around 16 freight paths being available
potato loading season hundreds of indents
each way. The running time from Shimla to
were placed, and the quantum of seed
Kalka was around 7 hours, so each rake had
potato traffic offered was so voluminous
a turn round time of one day. The working
that it was impossible for railway to either
Time
Table
permitted
maximum
load or transport all of it. We loaded
permissible load of 5 BC wagons per train
whatever was physically possible to load
but we were running every train with 4 BC
and transport on the small 98 kms NG
wagons only. On being questioned, nobody
system having limited section capacity.
in Ambala Control could give me a
Since the season got over in 45 days only,
satisfactory reply as to why 5 BC wagons
merchants were forced to transport the rest
were not being run. So I decided to
of their traffic by road, directly from Shimla
personally carry out a trial with 5 loaded BC
to their final destinations all over India, at
wagons by foot plating on the NG diesel
considerable cost. He also mentioned that
loco. I figured that since the section from
in the Annual Potato Meeting every year,
Shimla to Kalka was downhill all the way,
merchants would blame railways for failure
we wouldn’t have any problem with the
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ZDM4 loco hauling 5 loaded BCs; only the
braking power had to be tested.
However, in carrying out this trial I made 3
mistakes. Firstly, I decided to carry out the
trial at night and not in the day time. I
selected night time because I didn’t want to
waste a day in carrying out the trial when I
could do other productive work during the
day time. Foolish of me, but then, when you
are young and aiming for the sky, you tend
to take quite a few decisions which turn out
to be foolish in retrospect.
Secondly, I did not take the precaution of
having a TI in the Brake Van and a LI

Despite best efforts of the
driver, the wheels kept
skidding and I could
imagine the railhead
wearing out under the
spinning wheels. In the
dead of the night, in total
darkness, it was quite
scary; and I had ominous
thoughts about losing my
following in a light engine, to be used as a
possible banker in case of an emergency.
Thirdly, I did not inform Ambala control of
my proposed trial so that they could
monitor running of that particular train.
The trial started from Shimla in right
earnest around 21:00 hrs and everything
was proceeding smoothly till we came to a
bridge. It was a long bridge over a deep
gorge on which there was a speed
restriction; and on top of it there was a
rising gradient immediately after exiting
from the bridge. That is where the loco
stalled. Despite best efforts of the driver,
the wheels kept skidding and I could
imagine the railhead wearing out under the
spinning wheels. In the dead of the night,
in total darkness, it was quite scary; and I
had ominous thoughts about losing my job.

Finally, I told the driver to slowly back the
train away from the bridge, pick up speed,
about 7-8 kmph higher than the speed
restriction enforce, and make one final
attempt; and that is how we finally cleared
that bridge. But that experience convinced
me that 4 loaded BCs was the maximum
each loaded freight train could carry, if I
didn’t want hiccups every second day. This
meant that I would now require 15 trains to
clear the traffic of 60 loaded BCs instead of
12 as I had planned earlier. So I persuaded
AME/Diesel, Kalka, to give me 3 extra
diesels in freight outage from the Kalka
Diesel Shed, during the Potato loading
season, which he readily agreed.
With my movement plan in position, I
now had to figure out my loading plan at
Shimla for loading 60 wagons per day.
I arrived at Shimla on the morning of the
Potato meeting and went on an
inspection of the Goods Shed and loading
areas. The layout of the loading yard was
not ideal, but it was manageable. The
Goods Shed had a placement capacity of
30 BC wagons, so upto 60 wagons could
be loaded in 2 placements, which
matched the number of BC wagons we
had on the NG system. However, I was told
that not more than 20 wagons were placed
at a time, and only one placement used to
be made in the entire day. The reason for
this wastage of loading capacity soon
became obvious to me after I understood
their loading practice. The entire stacking
space next to loading areas had been
demarcated into plots, and leased out to
different merchants where they stacked
their consignments. The modus operandi
was as follows. After the empty wagons
were placed in Goods Shed area and
allotted as per ODR, those merchants who
had been allotted wagons would hand
shunt the empties one by one and
reposition them exactly opposite their own
plots, so that manual labour engaged in
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loading those wagons could complete the
loading with minimum of physical effort.
The Goods Shed staff told me that
maximum time was wasted in hand
shunting and repositioning empty wagons
and since sufficient space was not available
for repositioning, so only 20 wagons had to
be placed with gaps in between to facilitate
this. I decided that this business of hand
shunting and repositioning had to stop,
and 30 BC wagons would be given in one
placement. That way a total of 60 BC
wagons could be loaded in two placements
per day instead of the customary 20
wagons that used to be loaded earlier. Now
all I had to do was to convince potato
merchants to change their loading practice.

In addition, I also explained to the SS and
ASM accompanying me, the exact sequence
in which placement and removal of 30
wagons should be done by the shunting
engine. By the shunting procedure that I
explained to SS & ASM in detail, the entire
exercise of removal of 1st placement and
positioning of wagons for the 2nd placement
would be completed within 1 hour.
Subsequently, on return to Ambala, I laid
down these instructions in a detail
Inspection Note,
titled, ‘Operating
Instructions for Potato loading at Shimla’.

In the Potato Meeting in the afternoon, I
first heard out all complaints from the
merchants regarding railway’s failed
promises year after year. Apparently, they
had lost all faith in railway officers, and
rightly so. After they had finished giving
vent to their genuine grievances, I started
speaking. I told them that I was prepared to
clear entire Potato traffic that they could
possibly offer, but in return they must
follow the Operating Instructions I was to
lay down for loading at Shimla Goods Shed.
30 BC wagons would be placed in one
placement, no hand shunting and
repositioning would be permitted since
there wouldn’t be any gaps in between
wagons for undertaking the same; and
merchants had to load their allotted
wagons wherever those had been placed.
Yes, in a lot of 30 wagons, we would try to
allot each wagon to the merchant whose
plot was closest to the wagon, but that may
not always be feasible. In reply, merchants
pointed out that because the head lead of
their laborer would increase, their labor
cost would go up. I replied that since I was
going to clear their entire traffic by rail, the
savings that they would incur by way of
eliminating road transportation cost would
be more than 10 times the extra labor cost
incurred. The merchants understood that
there was logic in what I said, but since
earlier DTMs had lost all credibility they
were skeptical when I promised loading of
60 wagons per day. After these arguments
continued back and forth for quite some
time, with neither side agreeing to the
other’s point of view, I finally concluded the
Meeting after telling them that it was either
my way or the highway, both literally and
practically, (since they would then have to
transport their entire consignment by
road/highway).
Potato season duly started, but the
merchants went on strike and refused to
load a single wagon. After 2-3 days,
pressure began to be built up from
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Divisional Headquarters to revert back to
the earlier system in order to somehow
start loading. After all, seed potato was
seasonal traffic and if loading got delayed
beyond a point then the sowing season
would get over and we would lose all that
traffic. However, I told all those who spoke
to me, that if my orders were reversed, then
I would not continue as DTM/UMB.
On 24th October, Rajiv Gandhi laid the
foundation stone of DCW Patiala, where we
were present. I returned to Ambala by road
the same night after the official dinner was
over. Since Diwali was on 27th I had taken 3
days leave from 27th onwards and was
mentally
● ● ●
prepared to
Here he found that starting for
home
I was a young
(Lucknow)
26th
officer who wanted on
night
by
to try something
Amritsar –
Howrah
new in order to
Mail which
improve things, so
departed
Ambala
at
he was willing to
22:00 hrs.
back me.
On
25th
afternoon I
● ● ●
received a
message
from AEN/Shimla that Jaffar Sheriff, Dy.
Minister for Railways (DMR) had arrived
at Shimla for 3 days and Potato merchants
had met him in a group and complained
against me. So the DMR wanted me to meet
him. I told the AEN to convey to DMR’s
staff that I would go to Shimla to meet him
the next day (26th), but since I was to
proceed on my sanctioned leave the same
night, I would not stay back at Shimla for
one more day, which was Diwali in any
case. I also told the AEN to seek an
appointment for me at 11:30 hrs. for 26th,
which was duly conveyed.

I arrived at Shimla on 26th morning and
asked the AEN to confirm my appointment
from DMR’s staff. Jaffar Sheriff was
staying at Hotel Wildflower Hall which was
about 30’ drive from the ORH. (In preIndependence India, Wildflower Hall was
the official summer residence of the
Commander-in-Chief of the Indian Army,
and post 1947 it had been converted into a
beautiful 5* heritage hotel). At 10 o’clock I
was informed that my appointment for
11:30 hrs. had been postponed by half an
hour to 12 o’clock. Thereafter, after every
half an hour I kept being informed that the
appointment had again been postponed by
30’. Finally, at 13 hrs, I got fed up and
conveyed to DMR’s staff that I had to leave
Shimla by road latest by 16 hrs. Since I had
to board Amritsar – Howrah Mail from
Ambala that night for going home for
Diwali; so either DMR meets me latest by
14:30 hrs. or else I would leave Shimla
without meeting him, come what may.
Thereafter, I was promptly told to come in
at 14:30 hrs.
When I arrived at Hotel Wildflower Hall at
14:30 hrs, Jaffar Sheriff was sitting on the
lawns in a reclining arm chair, basking in
the afternoon sun, and all merchants were
squatting on the lawn in front of him. It was
slightly chilly, so I was wearing a tie with a
leather jacket half zipped up. I wished him
as I approached. Jaffar Sheriff looked me
up and down then asked me as to what was
the problem at Shimla Goods Shed.
Apparently, the merchants had told him
that the DTM was harassing them. I briefly
explained to him the problem, my
proposed solution, and also the financial
benefit to the merchants by way of totally
eliminating their road transportation cost,
since we would be transporting their entire
traffic by rail. Thereafter, I told DMR in
front of the merchants, that let us give the
new system a trial for 3 days, and if I was
unable to make good on my promise of
loading 60 BC wagons every day, as against
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20 BC wagons earlier, then I was willing to
revert back to the earlier system.

DMR was quite satisfied with my reply and
dismissed the merchants after telling them
to follow the new system for 3 days and
then see for themselves. After the
merchants left, Jaffar Sheriff told me that
he was under the impression that DTM was
an aged promotee officer who was
harassing the merchants in order to extract
money from them; but here he found that I
was a young officer who wanted to try
something new in order to improve things,
so he was willing to back me. The entire
meeting was over in 15’. I left Shimla by
road and proceeded on leave the same
night fully confident that my system would
succeed.
Next day being Diwali, potato loading at
Shimla started after 3 days, by which time
I was back at Ambala. On the first day itself
we loaded 55 wagons. I reached Kalka next
morning to ensure that transshipment at
Kalka was properly geared up for handling
60 BC wagons per day. Although I had
personally spoken to the transshipment
contractor and informed him in advance
about the increased number of wagons
expected to be transshipped that year, he

too (like the potato merchants at Shimla)
had been skeptical. However, he was
prepared for the additional traffic and did
not disappoint. For next 4-5 days, Shimla
continued loading at a level of 55-60
wagons. From 6th day onwards traffic
started to dry up and thereafter the system
stabilized at a level of around 40 wagons
per day. Incidentally, not a single truckload
was required to be dispatched by road that
year.
Interestingly, next year’s Potato Meeting
was attended by Shri RM Raina, (IRSE,
1955), the then DRM/Delhi. In that
meeting, the merchants had only one
request to the DRM, that the system started
by DTM the previous year should be
continued. I was also present at that
meeting, so I laughed and asked them as to
whether they would like to convey the same
message to DRM too. Their group leader,
an aged gentleman, looked at me
apologetically and with folded hands
requested me to forgive them for having
complained to DRM the previous year.
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SETU – A Single Window Logistics
Solution for Pandemic Lockdowns
By Mallela Srikant, IRTS 2016
and J Sanjay Kumar, IRTS 2016

O

n
22nd
March,2020
India
announced its first phase of
lockdown of 3 weeks to contain the
spread of Covid-19 pandemic.
During the first phase, all inter-state
movements of road transport were
suspended barring a few exceptions. This
posed a massive supply chain disruption
given that about 60% of transport in India
is through roads. A group of IRTS officers
saw the need to bridge this gap by
providing a single window logistics system
which was not existent even in normal
times. This was named unequivocally
“SETU”, meaning, a bridge, in several
Indian languages.

The Lockdown Challenge and
Indian Railways
The Freight trains in India cater to about
35% modal share and predominantly move
bulk goods like coal for power plants, iron
ore, cement, petroleum products, food
grains and fertilizers most of which
continued to run at a lesser scale to support
the basic needs during the lockdown. But
businesses and citizens require movement
of all kinds of essential goods, not
necessarily bulk – most critical being
medicines which are not available in a Tier
2 or Tier 3 city.
Indian Railways quickly put together and
started running 100+ Special Parcel Trains
on major routes for moving smaller sized
consignments (1kg to typically 100 tonnes).
But people need end-to-end connectivity
especially when there is disruption of usual
modes of transportation. Likewise,
businesses which usually relied on roads,

need to be made aware, guided and
handheld to move their goods via Indian
Railways’ Parcel Trains, almost overnight.

Need for
Solution

a

Single

Window

The
approach
was
to
provide
transportation as a solution by working
backwards and not continue work in a
“supplier centric approach”, which is usual
with Indian Railways given its legacy
constraints. It is pertinent to note that even
e-commerce platforms use the supplier
centric approach. For example, we enter
delivery pin codes often finding them to be
unserviceable. SETU, on the other hand, is
set to be “end user centric” where the user
requests transportation between two
locations and the team will then work out
the modal options to connect the two.
The team being a set of under-training and
few young IRTS officers gave it an
advantage which a usual single window
solution couldn’t. The team could request
for help from the entire government
machinery on ground, especially when it
came to delivery of medicines. It also
worked to propose changes at policy level
as situation unfolded.

The Modal Model
The issue with the current transportation
scenario is that various modes compete
rather than complement each other
resulting in some locations being overserved and some under-served. Numerous
studies have brought out the need for
higher rail modal share in the economy for
geography, the size of India in terms of
social, environmental and energy costs. We
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go a step ahead and explain below why
Railways should be the core of a pandemic
supply chain. SETU worked on this modal
model where major legs will be through
railways with the first and last mile served
by road.
chain system. Beyond these two direct

Primacy of Railways in a
Pandemic Resilient Supply Chain
There are 2 distinct advantages of railroads
over road transport. First, railroads being
infrastructure centric, most staff is
stationed
at
particular
locations
(operating, control rooms, signalling, and
track) and less number of persons are
moving (only drivers, guards) vis-a-vis
roadways. This prevents transmission of
pandemic virus to long distances by
primary contact. 1 trainload can carry
about 100 trucks equivalent goods, making
it at least an order less in pandemic
transmissivity.1
Secondly, given the very nature of railroads
in India, their jurisdiction is not
coterminous with State boundaries making
them a truly “lockdown resilient” supply
1

Assuming a train load to be 4000 tonnes, and each
truck to carry 40 tonnes. And it takes 3 member crew
to run a train vs 2 for a truck. The assumption is also
that train crew work within their limits, while truck

advantages, there are positive externalities
of less emission and that less people are
required to man gas stations, roadside
eateries “dhabas” and the like.

SETU Working Mechanism

SETU

is a shining
example
of
inter-agency
and
intermodal coordination achieved by the IRTS
officers by operating at 3 levels.
1. The Core Team which manned the
dedicated single window helpline, crawled
tweets and messages across Twitter for
identifying people with critical need to
transport lifesaving drugs, children with
special needs. Alongside this, through
national level manufacturing associations,
crew go beyond state jurisdictions. This makes it
about 67 times lesser in transmissivity.
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businesses which need transportation were
contacted.
2. The Divisional officers advised the core
team about the best possible mode and
route assessing local conditions and
facilitated faster transactions on the
ground. They went out of the way to
facilitate pick-up and drop of medicines at
doorstep.
3. The Partners such as District Collectors,
SPs, the National Disaster Response Force
(NDRF) who came forward to help in not
just issuing passes but also in transporting
the medicines and essentials themselves by
road. They were also supported by service
minded NGOs and Volunteers authorized
by authorities. This was augmented by
intra-city transportation startups which
facilitated first and last mile connectivity
by trucks in case of business customers.
Within days of setting up, SETU got
thousands of requests for transportation
movement which indicates the gap which
truly needed to be bridged. A key highlight
is that one of the largest e-commerce
companies in India – Walmart backed
Flipkart – started using SETU for
movement of their goods across the
country.

Way Forward

T

he success of SETU rests on the
simplicity and thus the outreach of
the model – from farmers to
industrialists, from a doctor to an
ailing patient – across the country. As it
was manned by civil servants themselves
who were quick to understand the need and
sensitivity of the request and acted as a one

stop solution. In order to continue to serve
the people in a sustained manner during
disasters and disruptions in supply chain
networks it is imperative to institutionalize
the 24×7 SETU portal by an Integrated
Logistics Cell in the Ministry of Home
Affairs or a dedicated Logistics Ministry in
the respective countries.
SETU has great potential for expansion and
increasing the modal share of railways in
normal times as well. Notably, Southern
Railway and Central Railway have tied up
with India Post for first and last mile
connectivity for small size parcels which
can be booked via an app. But the game
changer will be coordination with freight
forwarders to tap the 10-100 tonne
consignment size which hitherto has been
through road transport. The freight
forwarder market needs to be developed
and institutionally brought on a single
platform. Till then, or alternatively, Indian
Railways can directly enter into a contract
with truckers to provide an end mile
connectivity option. From international
experience,
domestic
containerized
transport is the key as handling time and
losses are reduced through cross docking.
For this, trucking companies, freight
forwarders, custom house agents and port
administrations, besides the rail users,
need to come together with SETU as the
bridge.

With inputs from Suhani Mishra, Sanchit
Tyagi and Visharl Arjun RG
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दास्तान-ए-आद्रा

ि

अभिनव भिद्धार्थ, भा.रे .या.से. 2014

हा जाता है कि, कििी चीज़ िो पूरी

िायद किस्मत ने मेरी इि तीव्र इच्छा िो परख भलया

भिद्दत िे चाहो तो िारी िायनात उिे

और िा.रे .या.िे में आने पर मेरी पहली पोजस्टां ग आद्रा

तुमिे भमलाने िी िाजजि िरती है। बात

नामि स्र्ल पर हुई। पहली बार में आद्रा िो हर िोई

2012 िी है जब िॉलेज िे पाि होने पर मेरे िोर

आगरा ही िमझता है, चाहे वो रे ल िे िीतर िा व्यजक्त

िाखा िे भमत्रों िी नौिररयाां टाटा स्टील, न.म.डी.िी

हो या रे ल िे बाहर िा। आर्खर वैिविाली मग़
ु ल

इत्यादद में लगी र्ी। नौिरी िी पहली तनख्वाह

िम्राट िाहजहाां ने मुमताज़ िे भलए वहाां ताज महल

भमलने पर जब नया नया िैमरा वाला फोन खरीदिर

जो बनवाया र्ा। लेकिन दोस्तों आद्रा िी िोई िम

अपने फेिबुि िे पष्ृ ठ पर वे लोग ओडडिा, छत्तीिगढ़,

एहभमयत रखने वाली जगह नही है। इिे बबल्िुल िी

झारखांड इत्यादद िे हरे िरे जगहों िी तस्वीर लगाते

िम ना आांकियेगा। बात चाहे रे लवे जगत िी हो या

र्े तो अांदर िे बड़ी जलन होती र्ी, क्योंकि मैं िांक्रीट

िाला िांस्िृतत िी हो, आद्रा िी अपनी एि अलग

िे जांगल िे नाम िे प्रचभलत गुड़गाव नामि जगह पर

पहचान है जजि िे मैं आपिो रूबरू िरवाऊांगा।

एि िॉफ्टवेयर बनाने वाली अमरीिी िांपनी में नौिरी
िरता र्ा। हरा िरा दृश्य मुझे तब ही ददखता र्ा जब
मैं गड़
ु गाव िे ददल्ली मेट्रो िे जाता र्ा और रास्ते में
िुल्तानपुर िे जांगलों िे दृश्य मेट्रो िे िीिे िे ददखता
र्ा।

रे लवे िे अफिरों िो हमने अक्िर िहते िुना है कि
एि बार जो आद्रा आ गया, िले वो क्यों न आद्रा िे
चला जाए पर आद्रा उििे ददल िे ििी नही जाता है।
हररयाली तो ऐिी िी मानो िय
ू थ िी किरणें धरती िे
भमलने िे भलए वक्ष
ृ ों िे युद्ध िर रही हो। चचडड़यों िी
चहचहाट ऐिी िी मानो इांजन िी आवाज़ भिफथ
प्रष्ठिूभम िे ध्वतन िा िाम िर रही हो। ऐिी िाांतत
और मनोहर प्रिृत्तत्त िा अनुिव होता है जजि िे िोई
िी पयाथवरण िा आभिक़ बन जाये। मेरे एि भमत्र तो
यहाां ति िह ददए कि लोग बेिार में हजारों रुपये खचथ
िर िे त्तवपािना िेंद्र जाते हैं। उन्हें आद्रा जैिी जगह
आना चादहए। िला एवां िांस्िृतत िे क्षेत्र में आद्रा िी
एि अलग पहचान है। स्टे िन िे तनिलते ही छऊ नाच

स्वर्णथम िोर

िे पत
ु ले लगे हुए हैं। यहाां िा पत
ु ल
ु नाच िी दे खने
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लायि है। ििी कििी जमाने में यह जगह एांग्लो
इांडडयन िमुदाय िा गढ़ हुआ िरता र्ा।

अरण्यों िे बीच कक्रिेट मैच

त्तवश्व िा इिलौता टे रािोटा िे मांददरों िा िमह
ू

अहम िभू मिा तनिा रहा है यह जगह। जरा िोंचचये िी

बबष्णुपुर नाम िे जगह पर है जो कि आद्रा रे ल मांडल

आप जजि वातानुिूभलत माहौल में इिे पढ़ रहे हैं,

िे अांतगथत आता है। द्त्तवलघाट में आठवीां िदी िा जैन

उििा बबजली िायद आद्रा िे िोयले िे ही तनिल

मांददर जस्र्त है। गणगनी िा िैतनयन अमरीिा जैिा

रहा हो।

िव्य तो नही पर एि अत्तवष्मरानीय िौगोभलि
िांरचना जरूर है। आप अगर कििी िी रे ल अफिर िे
घर लिड़ी िा घोड़ा दे खेंगे तो अवश्य वह बाांिुरा घोड़ा
ही होगा। मदहलाओां िे भलए खाि यहाां िे तिर भिल्ि
िा िारी त्तवश्व त्तवख्यात है।
रे ल त्तवराित िी तो दास्तान है आद्रा। 125 वर्षों िे
भिन्न भिन्न तड़ीिों िे लोगों एवां दे ि िी बढ़ोतरी में

दास्तान-ए-आद्रा को खत्म करते हुए, यह कहना
उचित है कक
कहने को यहाां सिनेमा घर नही है ,
कहने को मॉल भी नही है और रे स्टोरें ट तो भूल ही
जाइये;
पर जो यहाां है , वह कहीां नही है।।"
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Quiz time
By Anirudh Pamar, IRTS 2014

1. Can you identify the following codes,
which were instrumental in supplying freight in
central India?
1) MBC
3) MBTP
2. The train once ran through the length of
undivided India from Peshawar to
Mangalore, later short terminated
to Lahore & Mettupalayam.
Post partition runs from
Chennai to New Delhi.
Identify the train
b) GT express
c) Malabar express
d) Nilgiri express
3.
Simon Davis
coined the term “Indian
Train Syndrome”, what
does it mean?

b) Rail museum, Howrah
c) Rewari Railway Heritage Museum, Rewari
d) Untraceable

2) MBKC

a) Kaveri express

a) National Rail museum, Delhi

5. Sambhar Salts Railways, operated by
Sambhar Salts Ltd, Rajasthan operates Narrow
gauge, Meter gauge &Broad gauge network even
today to mine & transport salt from
the pans of Sambhar Lake. They
are seen in which of the
following
Bollywood
movies?
a) Gulal

Do you
know?

a) Passengers having a
stomach upset due to eating stale
food sold by unauthorized hawkers
on trains
b) Passengers killing the time disclosing
their lives to complete strangers during the
tedious unending journey on trains
c) People getting nervous & fearing for life
d) People living nearby tracks getting used to
loud sounds due to regular train horns
4. Antim Sitara (the last star) is the last BG
coal-fired steam locomotive of WG class built by
CLW in 1970. The locomotive can now be seen at:

b) 3 Idiots
c) Jodha Akbar
d) Drona

1. (1- Meter guage
covered Bogie wagon, 2 mg open Bogie wagon, 3- mg
Bogie tank wagon petrol)
2. b)
3. b)
4. d)

5. All except B

IRTS Connect
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INA (Azad Hind Fauj) and Indian Railways
By B.M.S. Bisht, IRTS 1964

I

remember some time ago there was a small
reference on the above subject on the
IRFCA site and a query was made by some
fans whether the Railways had any
important role in the INA in its fight for Indian
independence. I tried to find an answer by
referring to some historical literature available
to me. I have come to the conclusion- which may
not be definitive - that not much significance
can be traced to the Railways in INA‘s history
especially in India.

the Provisional Government of Azad Hind - they
crossed the border on 18 March, 1944 and
planted the Indian Tricolour at Moirang in
Manipur.
Shah Nawaz Khan tells us in his story that the
INA came as close as two miles short of Imphal
though history tells us that the Imphal
Campaign finally failed and the INA had to
retreat. Whatever the proximity of the INA to
Imphal, there was no occasion of any use of
Railways. The then Indian government did not
prove to be so poor strategically as to allow the
INA capture the Assam Bengal Railway whose
nearest station was Manipur Road (later
Dimapur) near Kohima where the actual
fighting did take place between the Japanese
and British Indian Army troops with clear



The reason is very obvious because the INA grew
from SINGAPORE where on 15 February, 1942
eighty-five thousand men of the British army in
Malaya surrendered to the Japanese. Out of
these sixty thousand were Indians. From among
these some twenty- five thousand Indian ranks
in Japanese captivity including some officers
threw off their allegiance to the British and
opted to join the INA, the army of "Free India"
under the presidency of Subhash Chandra Bose.
As the last stages of war reached, the INA
troops, according to Major General Shah Nawaz
Khan, entered India in early May 1944 at
Mowdok in Manipur on Burma border one
hundred miles north of Akyab in Burma. But
according to S.A. Ayer, - Netaji's confidante and
later his Minister of Publicity and Propaganda in

The regiment left for the front during
the next three days Netaji watched
their trains move and he could not
withhold his tears.

victory to the British. The Railways were
therefore never used in India as a battle effort in
actual operations by the INA.
But the INA did use the Railways as a means of
transport for dispatching their troops in various
campaigns in Burma. According to "My
Memories of INA and Its Netaji"(1946) by Major
General Shah Nawaz Khan of the INA - who
later became Deputy Minister of Railways in
Independent India: "The advance parties of
Regimental Headquarters and the two battalions
viz. No 2 and 3 Battalions moved from Rangoon
by the train to Mandalay on 4th and 5th
February, 1944, but on the way owing to the
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railway bridges being blown by enemy aircraft
the men had to cover considerable distances on
foot. Later the INA troops from Mandalay left
for Kalewa in Burma near the Indian border in
parties of approximately of 300 men and
performed the journey from Mandalay to Yeu in
Burma by train and on foot. From Tamu to
Humine and Ukhrul in Manipur and then to
Kharsom and Kohima; on arrival our men
hoisted the tricolour on the lofty mountains
around Kohima.
The British former Intelligence Officer Hugh
Toye in his well-known classic "Subhash
Chandra Bose: The Springing Tiger"(1959)
prefaces the departure of INA troops by rail with
an exciting background: "Bose arrived Rangoon
with the key members of his Headquarters and
Cabinet on January 17th, 1944 and he discussed
with the Japanese Commander-in-Chief General
Kwabe the coming invasion of India, for already



He covered last ten miles on foot to
the Saltong River. He made three
long night marches before the
Japanese found enough vehicles for
the whole party.

the Subhash Regiment was preparing to move
forward. He saw his national flag planted at
Imphal, Kohima even on the banks of the
Brahamputra and the people of India welcoming
him with open arms. On January 24th, he spent
the whole day with the Regiment reviewing
watching it at exercises and parade, talking to
his officers, exerting his magic on it in a way that
he had not attempted before. These were his
comrades, the men by whose means he would
uphold the rights and honour of India.
On 3rd February he bade farewell arousing them
by his inspiring call: ‘Blood is calling. Arise! We
have no time to lose. Take up your arms. The
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road to Delhi is the road to freedom
(DilliChalo!)’
The regiment left for the front during the next
three days Netaji watched their trains move and
he could not withhold his tears. Further during
March as the 2nd and 3rd regiments of the INA
prepared their progress to Imphal, he again
strove by speeches, inspections and personal
contacts to foster their morale and heighten
confidence. The move northwards from
Rangoon began in end of March. Once more
there were farewell speeches and the officers
and men joined in the leave - taking as the troop
trains began their long journeys from Rangoon
to Mandalay. But there was less emotion.”
Japanese troops and the INA crossed the Indian
Frontier on 19th March. On 7th April 1944 the
Imphal Campaign was being launched with his
own troops were either involved in it or moving
towards the front. Bose took a small
headquarter to the little town of Maymo near
Mandalay. The fall of Imphal was expected in
three weeks at the most. Unfortunately it was
never to be as both the Indian and Japanese
troops had to retreat from Indian soil due to
very adverse weather conditions and extremely
poor logistics available to them in final stages.
Later Bose and his men would cover the weary
marches from Rangoon into Siam (Thailand). As
the little cavalcade of twenty one vehicles
reached Moulmein Road early 25th April, he
moved among his people attending to their food,
drinking water, camouflage, caring for the weak.
He covered last ten miles on foot to the Saltong
River. He made three long night marches before
the Japanese found enough vehicles for the
whole party. Bose's personal courage,
determination to share common suffering,
tirelessness and leadership impressed all.
Moulmein in Siam (Thailand) was reached in
May. From here, after a pause half of the party
left by train and the remaining half by road. The
railway journey was a difficult and hazardous
business as the bridges and trains were now
tactical targets of British aircraft operating from
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airstrips in Manipur basin, nearby Kabaw valley
and from air strip in extreme north-east Assam.
Railfans can even now have a dekko at the
distinct remains of a small airstrip and few
bunkers in Digboi Refinery area in Assam. So
nothing moved by day. Trains could travel only
by night consequently the progress was slow.
Bose would of course visit his troops at halts of
troop trains at stations to look after their welfare
and progress. The troop trains were bound for
Bangkok. Bose reached Bangkok on 15th May
and beside his troops also arranged for the
reception of Indian stragglers (refugees) from
Burma because of worsening conditions of the
war there.
The above descriptions of train journeys of INA
troops are very sketchy from the point of view of
an ardent rail fan as these do not give any idea
of type of trains travelled by, their composition,
marshalling, locomotives used and the details of
their time tables and crew particulars etc.
Obviously this is because these narratives are by
historians and not by rail historians; may be
some day more descriptions of trains and the
railways the INA used would be available to us
by researchers. All the same, luckily I could find
somewhat better idea of some of such troop
trains in Peter Ward Jay's comprehensive and
more balanced history of INA in his "The
Forgotten Army -India's Struggle For
Independence, 1942-1945",(1994). It relates to
trains at the time of final evacuation of INA
personnel from Burma via Siam (Thailand) as
the war neared its end in 1945.Bose was
especially, very anxious about safe evacuation of
INA's women personnel of its unique Rani of
Jhansi regiment. Lt Janaki Devar, who was
leading a party of her hundred women troops,
describes one such rail journey from Moulmein,
western terminus of the notorious railway which
later came to be known as the DEATH
RAILWAY. It was on the border of Burma and
Thailand.
Lt Janaki notes in her diary, "We are allotted
few goods wagons and are packed in like
sardines. Any how it is better than marching in
mud. Our train left Moulmein late at night. At
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one in the morning it came to a dead halt. A
bridge was down, hit by American bombers.”
The Rani of Jhansi troops had to detrain, put on

●

●

●

"We are allotted few goods wagons
and are packed in like sardines. Any
how it is better than marching in mud.
Our train left Moulmein late at night.
At one in the morning it came to a
dead halt. A bridge was down, hit by
American bombers.”
●

●

●

their packs and luggage on the alternative
transport of bullock carts and started foot
slogging in the night. Early next morning they
stopped their march and took a camouflaged
shelter near a railway station. They observed a
movement of a handling of a troop train by the
Japanese army. Since the day had dawned and
the movements were only by night the Japanese
were busy shunting and sorting out their train
into piecemeal wagons and scattering them on
track away over a distance trying to put the
wagons (carrying their men and military
material) in safe places from air attacks as they
imagined best under the situation. The train
engine was also decoupled and sheltered under
a bamboo shed. Thereafter as soon as the dusk
came the Japanese commander re-formed the
train and the troops climbed overboard and the
train wheezed off in comparative safety of
night's darkness.
Thus by and by, the middle of May, 1945 saw Lt
Janaki Devar and her woman regiment of about
hundred and a total of about sixteen thousand
other men troops reach Bangkok safely.
Further story of the later fate of the INA is
beyond the scope of this article.
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On the run to freedom
By Ity Pandey, IRTS 1995

I

said what about my eyes? He said keep
them on the road.

I said what about my heart? He said tell me
what you hold inside it?
I said pain and sorrow. He said stay with it.

I said what about my passion? He said keep
it burning.

The wound is the place where the light enters
you.

In life they say you can get knocked down,
mercilessly and unfairly and ceaselessly but you
can still win, if you get up and just keep trying. I
have done forty two half marathons, two full
marathons and four Ultra marathons. I have
consistently clocked between 2.10 to 2.16 hours
in my run. I do not have a model figure to walk

the run way, but my shoes do pound on the
roads of Mumbai and create music loud enough
for others to join. Sometimes my slip disc at L5
makes me anxious, but I don’t let its thoughts
cloud my running. I have a meniscus tear in my
right knee and a slightly displaced patella in my
left, yet it does not deter me from running.
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Of course all world statistics on running are
based on 42kms. It actually makes a very good
read. The world’s average finish line of a
marathon is 4.21 hrs. For men it is 4.13 and for
women it is 4.42 hours. From 2009-2018
growth in popularity of marathons has increased
by 15.25%. For men the increase is 10%, while
for women it is a significant increase by 30.90%.
Amongst continents, in Asia marathon running
has increased by 92.43% in over the last 5 years.
Europe has grown by 10.30% while USA has
grown by 13.92%.In Asia, highest increase is in
China, by 259.54%, followed by India with a
growth of 154.78%. In USA women overpower
men by a +25.20% increase.
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Considering the adverse sex ratio in our country
and the dual roles of home - office jugalbandi
combined with the fact that women in India are
the major family caretakers, this growth is
phenomenal.
The west has been running for a fairly long time
but the east is fast catching up now. The fact
that women too
are a part of this
It makes me come change makes me
alive and impacts really hopeful
about the future
the world around that awaits us all.
Running
me.
empowers like
nothing else. It
does not require
any monetary investments. Even shoes are
becoming redundant with barefoot running.
A female runner exemplifies coming from the
traditional shackles of home hearth workplace
syndrome and becoming free. Running is
freedom. It denotes that women in India are on
the move. Inhaling hope and light, and exhaling
despair and darkness; inhaling growth and
exhaling restrictions; inhaling strength and
endurance and exhaling weakness and
surrender, we are learning to inhale optimism
and exhale pessimism.
Running helps me to focus within. It’s a prayer.
It helps me to build self-confidence and
perseverance. It keeps me moving, pushing to
reach my goals with courage and tenacity. Last
two years have been full of injuries but I have
not given up. I am happy with the four podium
finishes I have achieved in the Jaipur
marathons, Canthon run Ahmedabad Adani
Ultra run where I clocked 72 kms in 12 hours
after being out of running for nine months.

For India, the percentage increase in terms of
gender is 11.26% for women and 88.24%for
men. For me this is a very significant milestone.

Believe in yourself more than you believe in the
things that can stop you. We need steely
determination, cool temperament, endurance
and stamina to keep on going. Together we can.
Yes I can.
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Empowering the Mind
By Ravi Valluri, IRTS 1987

W

hen we get up in the morning, how do
we feel? What are the feelings,
emotions and symptoms in the mind
and the body? Is the body aching, the
neck paining, do we feel exhausted or is the
mind spinning? Do we feel like snatching a few
extra winks of sleep? All this could be because of
low prana or energy levels prevalent in the mind
and the body.

The mind, therefore, should be razor sharp to
unlearn several things and become adaptable in
every situation. A true seeker is blessed with a
robust mind to purge antipathetic thoughts and
welcome efficacious thoughts. It is in this Zenlike state that beliefs, feelings, emotions,
financial situations, relationships, pessimism or
optimism, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats do not impact the calculus of the
mind.

Conversely, the body may be fit to hit the
gym, ready for a strenuous workout,
Once upon a time a Zen Master had
or proceed for a jog, a walk, a
prescient tutees. As part of their
yoga session or a regimen of
training, the Master asked
calisthenics.
them to cycle up a hillock
“One, who seeks
and narrates their
Is the system buzzing
knowledge, learns
experiences to him.
with vitality or is it
Monk One mentioned
something new every
feeling enervated?
that a bicycle is not
day.
One
who
seeks
meant for riding but to
It is primarily the state
transport potatoes.
of mind and our prana
Tao unlearns
Monk Two opined that
or energy levels that
something
new
every
he was in harmony with
determine the next set
nature while cycling; the
of steps we are about to
day”
third
one described the
take.
beautiful scenery he
The human mind needs to
encountered on the way,
be trained and empowered to
while the fourth monk
embrace positivity to achieve the
explained the rainbow he saw in
desired goals. The mind is a riddle, an
the sky. The fifth monk, in trepidation,
enigma with immense powers, which can even
meekly mentioned that he did not experience
annihilate carcinogenic cells, kill the process of
any such event like his brother monks, as he was
ageing, and eliminate toxins from the body and
merely cycling.
combat pestilence. The human mind has the
The Zen Master, who was impassively listening
armoury and arsenal to destroy foreign bodies,
to the narrations of the monks, jumped in jollity
inject thoughts to invoke repair mechanism. It
and proclaimed the fifth one to be the next Zen
has the unique power to even heal the body. The
Master as he was living in the present moment.
human mind works on a platform to achieve
what medical practitioners or prescriptions fail
An empowered mind lives in the present
to attain.
moment; a human mind which has the ability to
let go of all encumbrances in order to traverse
“One, who seeks knowledge, learns something
the path. It could be our daily chores or even the
new every day. One who seeks Tao unlearns
spiritual path.
something new every day,” said Lao Tzu.
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We all live under illusions, delusions and false
egos, which act as roadblocks in our journeys.
The Bhagvad Gita says, “Under the influence of
false ego one thinks himself to be the doer of
activities, while in reality all the activities are
carried out by nature as a natural process.”
An empowered mind is natural in its approach
and dealings: like a child who is so natural. A

●

●

●

Positivity begets
positivity and people
are attracted to people
blessed with efficacious
thoughts
●

●

•

•

•
•
•
•
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We should not be judgemental about other
people’s approach or opinions as it really does
not matter.
Positivity begets positivity and people are
attracted to people blessed with efficacious
thoughts.
Like children we should wink and smile. Smiling
is infectious and spreads goodwill and joy.
Kindness and generosity is something which
should be shared as it will expand exponentially
Achievers never quit.
If we take up responsibility, we empower
ourselves and our minds.

●

child does not play favourites and stage games
nor resort to shenanigans.
The mind can be empowered by certain resolute
steps:
•
•
•
•

•

•

Firmly believing that the past cannot be
changed.
Opinions do not define the reality of any person.
Every individual’s journey is different.
We need to firmly entrench in our minds that
things willy-nilly will get better over a period of
time.
If we keep harbouring negative thoughts, or
resort to bouts of over-thinking it will only
engulf us in sadness and make us gloom-ridden.
We can find happiness and radiance within our
own selves.

This is not an exhaustive list, nor the final word;
neither is it a list for a neophyte. This is an
indicative list for any individual, a seeker or a
person already practicing various techniques of
pranayama, yoga, meditation or advanced
techniques like Vipassana or Sudarshan Kriya.
In the ultimate analysis, the human mind can be
saved and empowered by living in the present
moment and not harbouring any negative
thoughts.
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IRTS RIDE
By Leena Sarma, IRTS 1987

It was a kind of eerie feeling to say the least
Revenue Service though I
when I stepped inside the hostel meant for the
hadn’t had the faintest idea how a saloon looked
probationers, a horses’ stable of the erstwhile
like and how the Golf was being played.
Maharaja and where the uneven, coarse surface
It may not be out of place to mention here that I
was supposed to balance the hoofs of those huge
travelled by a Saloon only thrice during my
Arabian royal horses and which probably in my
entire service career and I never gone anywhere
‘close to juvenile’ mind produced the vibes of a
near Golf field in my life.
not-too-smooth day ahead. The day was 5th
March/1989. ‘The journey is going to be tricky’
Now coming back to the first day, during
my naive mind was cautioning me though years
lunchtime, the bell rang. I had to go. No, no one
later I realized that all these fears
was going to call or pester me like
were product of a fretful psyche, a
my parents or siblings used to
mental state which was still
do, ‘Come, let’s have lunch,
yearning to go back to a
we are all waiting for
familiar terrain of Assam
you...’. Dining Hall was
and the Assamese. It
swarming with people,
‘Is there any bird without
was intense heat in
not a single soul was
Vadodara (I still love
feathers? May be, I
known to me. They
the name Baroda),
were talking to one
probably wasn’t aware.
unknown faces milled
another, laughing,
around the corridor
Anyway a fool like me isn’t
cracking jokes and I
without a care in the
was feeling dizzy. ‘I
aware about so many
world, people spoke in
need to talk to them in
Hindi of different hues
things in the world.’
Hindi. What if they
and I felt reduced in that
don’t understand my
huge presence of an alien
Hindi? What if I don’t
world.
understand their Hindi?’ I
avoided
people’s gazes, didn’t look
Looking back I still ponder ‘Why I felt
at anyone lest someone started talking
so out of place on that day?’ Probably, because I
and quietly went to the food corner. Roti, Karhi,
had never stayed in a hostel, never stepped out
rice, papad, dal etc. Where’s my favourite fish? A
of my home state Assam, my first visit to Delhi
ubiquitous item on a Sunday lunch at our home
was in connection with my Civil Services
in Guwahati! But I didn’t dare to ask, not even
interview, a faint idea of a state called Gujarat
to the sweet, humble persons manning the
and above all, Railways itself as an employer was
counter.
a kind of Martian entity for someone like me.
Relatives, uncles, cousins were all working
either in schools, colleges or govt organizations
but none in the Railways. Someone suggested
that IRTS was a ‘good’ service, ‘better that IRS’
since ‘you can travel by saloon and you can play
golf’ and I decided to take that plunge rather
than tying the knot with an equally unfamiliar

So, the first day of heat, Hindi, Roti, horses’
stable paved the way for an inane feeling of
alienation and continued to haunt me for some
time. The feeling was so intense and so legibly
written on my face that day that it fetched stares
of sympathy and one concerned faculty member
even made a doomsday prediction, ‘This poor
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lady from far off NE would soon run away from
the macho IRTS.’. It’s another matter that I not
only didn’t run away but played my full innings.
However, the next day was a different day. I
formally joined my service and attended my first
class. Whenever there is a backward journey
down the memory lane, my dress, a green
mirror-worked kurta and a mauve colored
salwar with a green

matching dupatta,
carefully chosen
When Google came I and worn for this
searched for ‘Birds great occasion of
the opening class
without feathers’.
comes vividly to my
Google couldn’t help mind. I still
remember that after
me.
I perched myself

coyly on one of the
chairs, the senior faculty member present there
suggested that the probationers should start a
‘Know Thy Neighbour’ kind of introductory
session. We were supposed to ask the person
sitting nearby his/her name, background, hobby
etc, carefully take them down and tell the Prof
and the class about the other person. One jolly
looking, healthy guy with a rotund face was
sitting nearby. He was radiating happiness and I
could throw away my usual reticent self to ask
him his name. Promptly came the reply that he
was KKK Singh. ‘You needn’t bother. Remember
it as K cube Singh. Everyone knows me by that
name.’ Okay, I noted dutifully. Then the next
question, ’what’s your hobby?’ Without batting
an eye-lid he replied, ’Bird Watching.’
Awww, I was mightily impressed, ‘You are an
ornithologist like the legendary Salim Ali!’
‘Birds without feathers.’ He looked somber. I
was trying to rake up my brain: Is there any bird
without feathers? May be, I probably wasn’t
aware. Anyway a fool like me isn’t aware about
so many things in the world.
When the professor asked us to go ahead with
our discoveries about our neighboring
batchmate, I, on my turn, proudly flaunted his
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‘Bird watching’ hobby, ‘Bird without Feathers’. I
intimated a feeling of delight in this stranger’s
accomplishments brought about a crackle of
excitement in my voice. The entire class roared
in laughter, the apparently strict professor
smiled too. I couldn’t
find any
comprehensible reason
why this bland
information could
become so amusing for
these people. For many
years afterwards, I
believed that there was a
group of birds which
didn’t have feathers.
When Google came, I
searched for ‘Birds
without feathers’.
Google couldn’t help
me. But years later, my teenage son only
explained that it was a euphemism for ‘Girl
Watching’. By the time I discovered the meaning
and the resultant laughter of the class that day,
KKK Singh, a person with a heart of gold, had
left this world. He died very young, in what
appeared to be a sudden cardiac attack while in
the gym, and I miss him till this day. Had he
been alive, I’d have dialed his number, fired him
in mock anger and after a while laughed out to
my heart’s content. But instead of that I sobbed
in pain in his memory, in his untimely demise.
In conclusion, I must say that though my
thought-process was circumscribed earlier by
my language, food habits, social milieu etc and I
detested my new space on the very first day in
Railway Staff College, this feeling proved to be
ephemeral. After a point of time this
overwhelming organization called the Indian
Railways and my multihued Service (IRTS)
stealthily seeped into me. I could see a Mini
India through my amazing employer. The
whistling of a Railway engine could stir me from
inside; the red-bricked houses of a Railway
colony could create an inexplicable exhilaration
somewhere in my mind. All is well that ends
well.
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लोग तम्
ु हें पागल िमझेंगे
अमन वमाा , भा.रे .या.से. 2011

लोग तुम्हे पागल समझेंगे

पहले तुम पर ध्यान ना िें गे
जान बझ कर मान ना िें गे

जब तुम बबल्कुल बेबाकी से

िे खोगे ब़िर धीरे धीरे

सबके सम्मुख सच बोलोगे

बेवजह तुमसे उलझेंगे

बबना स्वार्ा के बबन बिखलाए
अनजाने की मिि करोगे

लोग तुम्हें पागल समझेंगे

लीक बमटाओगे गर उनकी

जब इस जग में बकसी की खाबतर

तुमसे इस हि तक झगडें गे

सारी सारी रात जगोगे

इक छोटी सी गलती पर भी

और बफर इनके भ्रकुबट ताने

सब बमलकर तुम पर बबगडें गे

तीक्ष्ण तोंज बवषबाण सहोगे

लोग तुम्हें पागल समझेंगे

तुमको अपनी तरह बनाने
को यह क्या क्या नहीों करें गे

जब तुम चाहोगे बमत्ोों से

बिखलाएों गे तीखे तेवर

योंही बबना काम के बमलना

यद्यबप मन में बहुत डरें गे

या ब़िर बेबहश फटे पुराने
ररश्ोों की तुरपाई बसलना

लोग तुम्हे पागल समझेंगे
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Close Encounters of the IRTS Kind
By Narayan Rangaraj, Professor(IEOR, IIT Bombay)

A

s an academic who is not a part of any of
the several branches and layers of Indian
Railways (IR) personnel, I am an
‘outsider’. However, since research on transport
operations is part of my professional activities, I
have had the opportunity to work on several
projects with IR, and interact with a significant
number of IRTS officers over the years. My first
encounter with the IRTS species was in 1992
when I attended a workshop at IIM Ahmedabad
and some informal encounters in Mumbai, also
around that time. One of the officers I remember
meeting was M.B.Taly, who had already retired,
but was doing some legal work on behalf of IR.
From him, I learnt interesting facts about the
Grand Chord and the operations in Dhanbad
area which fueled my lifelong interest in Railways
and its intricate operations.
Soon afterwards, I wrote to RDSO Lucknow and
got an invite from Mr Subramaniam IRTS,
heading the Traffic Directorate. This invite was a
cause of much excitement as it was accompanied
with a railway pass and that too a first AC class
pass, which was the epitome of luxurious travel
in those days! I made full use of the First AC
journey in the Pushpak to Lucknow, standing at
the door for much of the time.
At RDSO, I met Manoj Sinha of the IRTS, who,
observing my enthusiasm in trying to understand
the details of the railway operations in Lucknow
area (which I was visiting for the first time),
remarked that I should have been a DOM or AOM
– a compliment I treasure! It is true that I was
interested in figuring out what the line that we
passed before Manak Nagar was (later learned
that it was the Utraitia-Alamnagar bypass line at
Transport Nagar) and the third line between
Manak Nagar and LKO, and going under the line
from Moradabad. These were still the days of
Chhoti Line and Badi Line in Lucknow and it was

all quite exciting. I was thrilled to know that
Manoj had been in NF railway and could tell me
about the two different lines to Jorhat and some
train that split into two and the two halves made
their way along these two lines. He was amused
that someone was interested in such obscure
details. Many years later, he returned to RDSO
and I had the chance to meet him once again.
Other interesting meetings with IRTS fraternity
all those years ago, were in Chennai with
S.Jagannathan, who gave me a good picture of
operations in that part of the country, and
P.Raveendran, who is now Chairman, Chennai
Port Trust, and a storehouse of stories on culture,
language, and much else.
The big turning point in my contact with the
IRTS cadre was when I decided to spend part of
my sabbatical year (two periods of six months
each) at the Railway Staff College, Vadodara, in
2000 and 2001. The contact assigned to me was
Arvind Kumar Srivastava (AKS), then Professor
of Transportation Management at the College.
He took a chance with a person he met for the
first time (me) and apart from organizing some
lectures to IRTS probationers at the College, he
arranged for me to travel and meet various
colleagues in different parts of the railways and
understand this fascinating world of Indian
Railways. I must acknowledge AKS’s openness,
good humour, wide reading and experience, and
conceptual clarity (though he came from a very
different technical background), and through
him, I met so many of his friends, colleagues, and
also people he had mentored at the Staff College.
His accounts of the early part of his career in
Sonpur and many other parts of North India were
fascinating. Subsequently, I have visited him in
Jhansi, Agra, Vadodara, Mumbai and Lucknow at
different stages of his career.
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AKS accompanied me on many of these journeys,
and we visited New Delhi, Kota, Mumbai,
Palghat, Lucknow, Allahabad, Mughalsarai,
among many more. These were early days of
Control Office Automation and various
techniques were being tried, based on axle
counters and other technologies on different
divisions. Palghat was memorable because we
visited the divisional office during some sort of
strike and were whisked in, in the midst of a
demonstration. There we had animated
discussions with Palghat division personnel on
the ghat section between DC (Magudanchavadi
alias Macdonald’s Choultry) and MVPM
(Mavelipalaiyam), where the double lines diverge
significantly in their alignment. Many years later,
I found that the section between Datia and
Sonagir is even more striking in this regard.
While at the Staff College, (prior to the
establishment of IRITM), I taught many IRTS
probationers and some from other services, the
basics of operations research and supply chain
management. Many of the officers of those times
are very much in touch with me, and are doing
interesting things – R.Gopalakrishnan and
K.N.Singh, to name just two. Sri S.C.Jethi, the
Senior Traffic Professor in RSC was equally

I thought then, and continue to do
so even today, that IRTS is the most
interesting job to have. I am still
fascinated by the Working Time
Tables and the System Maps.
encouraging, and in fact, was keen to take up
teaching the topic in a more mathematical way
than I had anticipated. This I found intriguing –
here I was, trying to teach material in a practiceoriented manner suitable to the railway domain
and there he was (from that domain), wanting to
teach it more conceptually!
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The visits in the first part of my sabbatical at the
Staff College were mainly in the divisional and
zonal set-up, and in the second part, other
organizations, including CRIS, RITES, Concor
and also the Railway Board. I remember meeting
D.P.S. Sandhu in Delhi, Nalin Singhal of Concor,
and several other officers. Some of them have left
the service and some retired, but the access that
I had to observation and discussion helped me
understand railway working and different
aspects of traffic management.
Other interactions and impressions with IRTS
fraternity that I recall are Vikas Chaube’s
summary of plans that the railways had made
during the Kumbh Mela, Badrinarayan’s writings
on various matters, and P.S. Sandhu’s
explanation of the coupon system in the Mumbai
suburban system. I was also associated with a
study with Shobhit Bhatnagar, then at the Staff
College, where we tabulated the bewildering
number of ways in which passengers could get
tickets on the Indian Railways.
Many great railway trips I have undertaken have
been in the company of or facilitated by my IRTS
colleagues – the narrow gauge line from Gwalior
to Sheopur Kalan, a night ride in a diesel loco on
the Secunderabad-Kurnool line, a trip to Nanded
and being received with full state honours at the
Gurudwara there, a quick visit to obscure but
historically important Royapuram station in
Chennai, and many more. A particularly
memorable experience was sneaking into Rail
Bhavan like a rat through one of the rear
entrances. I found that though my railway
colleague knew quite a few people in the building,
even he needed some sort of pass to enter the
hallowed precincts and on one visit, we just got
impatient and took our chances and took the
back door!
Somewhere along the way, I encountered
M.Ravibabu, who was doing his Ph.D. at IIM
Ahmedabad and that association also has
continued, through his tenure in RITES,
Hyderabad, Chennai etc. One memorable trip
with him and his colleagues was from Raipur to
Jharsuguda in an inspection saloon, to try to
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understand the possible options for quadruple
line operation in that part of the network.
Another person whom I have met in multiple
roles is Praveen Pandey, in Bangalore and
Lucknow.
During a sabbatical semester in Guwahati, Leena
Sarma helped me meet some IRTS officers in
Maligaon, to explore the possibility of conducting
a training programme, but I was firmly told that
training was all through the Railway Staff
College, and that was that! Many years later, I
could persuade some railway people to come to
Mumbai for knowledge sharing sessions on a
couple of occasions. By then, I had visited IRITM
in Lucknow on multiple occasions and had very
pleasant interactions with several of the younger
officers of the cadre where Shivendra Shukla
facilitated these interactions.
In Mumbai, several IRTS officers encouraged our
work and supported our efforts, among them
Madhav
Pathak,
S.
Mudgerikar,
and
S.S.Chandrayan. The suburban system in
Mumbai is such a traffic challenge that
invariably, IRTS officers are in charge of both the
Central Railway and Western Railway divisions
in my city.
A very nice opportunity to interact with senior
officers of the IRTS was in a study of the
Allahabad division by RITES, where I had
occasion to work closely with R.B.Das, V.K.Roy
and Ranjan Jain, all who were retired at the time
but were very engaged in the details of operation
and railway working, and who provided very
sharp insights. Hari Ram Rao was my host at
RITES in that study.
A few associations with IRTS were semiacademic in nature when these officers were
doing various courses at IIM Bangalore and other
places.
Subsequently,
through
various
associations, I have met IRTS across the
spectrum, from Member Traffic to recently
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joined
probationers,
and
enjoyed
the
interactions. Some of these associations have not
been steady, but are still alive, for example, with
Sri P.Uniyal, who was at the Staff College and is
now associated with the Institute of Rail
Transport.
I thought then, and continue to do so even today,
that IRTS is the most interesting job to have. I
am still fascinated by the Working Time Tables,
the System Maps that I see in many of the offices
and also the dark brown boards with white paint
with names of those who held that post. While all
parts of the job are interesting, to me the position
of the Senior DOM is perhaps the most actionoriented and result oriented of the lot for the
sheer immediacy of action, the sense of purpose,
and the liveliness of the situation on a daily basis.
The IRTS cadre offers opportunities that are
unparalleled, in managing a large system in its
entirety, interacting with so many parts of the
system – from the various engineering
components to the human, material and financial
aspects, coordination with the government and
local administration, and most importantly,
being the only face that IR has with a customer,
both passenger and freight. This allows an IRTS
officer to be very versatile and branch out into
almost any area of his or her interest – it could be
information technology, logistics, general
administration or management, associated
sectors such as ports, cement, coal, shipping,
containerization, warehousing, and a host of
others. IRTS officers have gone on to do so many
interesting things even outside the railways,
including urban development, international
organizations,
and
private
and
public
institutions. It has been very refreshing and
stimulating to have interacted with this group of
people over so many years. My association with
this cadre continues today, and regardless of how
the IRTS reinvents itself, I am sure it will retain
its unique character.
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Starting Trouble
By A Ramarao, IRTS 1956

F

or a young man on the threshold of his
career, receiving an appointment order for
a class I officer’s post in the Government
of India is the culmination of years of hard work,
anxiety and anticipation. Suddenly, his prestige
goes up amongst his colleagues and friends and
his value in the marriage market rises
exponentially. For one appointed to the Indian
Railways, the words “report to the General
Manager”
raises visions
The grandeur of the
of
rubbing
shoulders
surroundings of a
with the top
railway official or his
brass in one
sartorial style could
of
those
mislead the probationer
magnificent
into assuming his
edifices that
superiority.
house
the
headquarters
of
zonal
railways
across
the
country.
Armed with one such order, and dressed in a suit,
braving the oppressive humidity of Calcutta, I
entered the precincts of the Eastern Railway in
Fairlie Place near Dalhousie Square and, in the
company of a similarly attired batchmate,
demanded to see the General Manager. Ignoring
our demand, the security staff near the gate of the
mansion dispatched us to an unfriendly character
with the evocative designation of POT, short for
Personnel Officer (T). Going to POT was the fate
of most of us on Eastern Railway, including one
who managed to reach as far as the Secretary to
GM. Later, we were taken to meet someone, who
was alluded to as corpse irreverently, we thought,
only to discover that he was the head of the
operating department, the COPS.
Ignorance of the railway hierarchy often led to
piquant incidents. The grandeur of the

surroundings of a railway official or his sartorial
style could mislead the probationer into
assuming his superiority. One probationer
nervously mumbled the reason for intruding into
the privacy of SS Howrah and was surprised
when the latter jumped up from his seat and said,
“Ritchin at your service, Sir.” Another entered the
Control office and bowed to the Anglo-Indian
Chief Controller wearing a jacket, ignoring the
AOS who was only wearing a bush shirt.
We did not get to see the GM in person till much
later, that too from an adequate distance. In the
interim, we were ignored, yelled at or lectured on
discipline by officers entrusted with our training.
We were grateful when we met someone who
cared for us, occasionally. Like D Hariram, DTS
Chitpur, who spent a whole day with
probationers, to explain the nuances of
assessment of damages to consignments of tea
and jute. Outside office hours, traffic officers
seemed to be obsessed with playing bridge,
proficiency in which was considered essential to
be a successful operating officer. Since I did not
play bridge, I was at an obvious disadvantage.
By contrast, railway staff from supervisorsto
grass root workers welcomed me and freely gave
of their knowledge and experience. Drivers of
steam locos made sure I was seated properly and
shared their rations, offering frequent cups of hot
strong tea made on the firebox cover. Many
memories linger of travelling on the locos and
brake vans in sidings serving coal mines, or on
the picturesque forest areas on the Barkakana
loop and spending a whole night on the platform
of Gaya, repacking smalls consignments for
loading in the Smalls Quick Transit (SQT) train.
Probationers were expected to remain unmarried
or separated from their families. Asking for leave
was frowned upon, even if you were entitled to it.
Providing living room for probationers had no
priority.
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Many of us would be huddled up in the sparse
accommodation in railway rest rooms, giving rise

The two short
interludes of training
in Railway Staff
College, Baroda
provided relief.
to amusing incidents, like the one when DS
Howrah, during an inspection in the early hours
of one morning, knocked on the door of the
Officers’ Rest Room at Howrah and was
embarrassed to find a Sardarji dressed only in a
Kutchha with several young men behind him
lolling on the lone bed in different stages of
undress.

Despite the unfavourable environment, most of
us took the training sincerely, diligently
maintaining notes. However, some disappeared
for long periods, often misusing their free
privilege passes in the process, or just played
truant to enjoy the pleasures of urban life. The
two short interludes of training in Railway Staff
College, Baroda provided relief. It gave us a
chance to meet our batchmates and officers of
other departments of our age group.

At the end of the training period of two years, I
was confident of doing well in any job entrusted
to me. Eastern Railway had the highest
originating tonnage of all zonal railways, Asansol
division the highest loading of coal per day,
Dhanbad division a coalfield as well as a ghat
section, Dinapore division the most intensively
utilized double line track in the country and
Howrah and Sealdah divisions had large
coaching and freight terminals. Operations posed
a challenge and working in the commercial
department promised to be stimulating.
As it happened, the COPS did not want any direct
recruits and all six traffic probationers who were
ready for posting in October-November 1957
were posted in the commercial department. The
experience I gained in the thirty months in the
department made me a better operating officer in
my later years on Indian Railways.
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